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SUMMARY

An aeromagnetic survey, covering about 3000 sauare miles
of the Bauhirda, Downs 18250 9 000 map area, was flown in 1963 by Adastra
Hunting Geophysics Pty Ltd. under contract to the Bureau of Mineral
Resources, as part of the Special Mineral Survey programme for the
Northcrn Territory. A small area near McArthur River Homestead was
renown in 1964 by the Bureau of Mineral Resources in order to obtain
greater resolution of several magnetic 'lows.

The magnetic data reveal sources of magnetic disturbance
on bi-A'h x*gional and local scales. The outstanding features of the
:neg-Inal magnetic field are the boundaries between areas of contrasting
susceptibilities within the basement, which is at depths of between
6000 and 8000 feet below the surface. The most significant boundaries
are those that are roughly coincident with the Emu Fault and part of the
Tawaalah Fault, as these indicate that the faults are structurally related
to the magnetic basement. It appears that post-Lower Proterozoic structure
does not make a significant contribution to the regional magnetic anomalies.

A number of isolated magnetic anomalies arising from shallow
sources can be correlated with outcrops of either the Scrutton Volcanics
or rocks of the overlying Tawallah Group. Another series of magnetic
anomalies, also produced by shallow sources, are characterised by pronounced
elongation and low amplitude. These rarely show any relation to mapped
geology, although some can be correlated with faults. The most probable
interpretation for all of these elongated anomalies is mineralisation along
fault planes.

The most important result obtained from the survey data
is the delineation of magnetic °lows in the vicinity of the McArthur River
Homestead. It is probable that these °lows' are associated with small basins,
which might contain lead-zinc mineralisation, and therefore indicate targets
for future exploration.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The proposal for geophysical work in the McArthur River
area was originated by the Department of Territories in 1962 as part
of the Special Mineral Survey programme for the Northern Territory
during the period 1962 to 1964. Previous exploration by Mount Isa Mines Ltd
had indicated the presence of several base-metal prospects in the%
McArthur River area, and one of these, at H.Y.C., has proved to be the
largest lead-zinc orebody so far discovered in the Northern Territory.

Contract augering, geochemical sampling, and aeromagnetic
and ground electromagnetic surveys were programmed for 1963 to investigate
possible extensions or repetitions of the known lead-zinc deposits. The
primary purpose of the aeromagnetio survey was to provide structural
information to assist in these investigations, particular attention to be
directed to the small sedimentary basin that contains the H.Y.C. prospect
and to two similar basins nearby known from regional geological mapping
by the Bureau of Mineral Resouroes (B.M.R.). It was also considered
possible that magnetic anomalies might provide targets for detailed
electromagnetic surveys.

The aeromagnetic survey covered an area of about 3000 square
miles in the 1:250,000 map area of Bauhinia Downs (Plate 1). It was flown
by Adastra Hunting Geophysics Pty Ltd under contract to the B.M.R.,
between October and November 1963. Reduction of the survey data and the
presentation of the results in map form were completed by the contractor
in June 1964.

Additional, more detailed aeromagnetic surveying was done
in the vicinity of the McArthur River Homestead by the B.M.R. in September
1964 in order to obtain greater resolution of a group of magnetic 'lows'
thought to be associated with the small sedimentary basins that might
contain lead-zinc mineralisation.

2. GEOLOGY 

The survey area is part of the Proterozoic McArthur Basin
and is situated in the Bauhinia Downs 1:250,000 map area, which was
mapped geologically by the B.M.R. in 1960 (Smith, 1962). A summary of
the results of this work are given below and the geological map is
reproduced in Plate 2.

Stratigraphy

Scrutton Volcanics. Outcrops of the Lower Proterozoic Scrutton
Volcanics occur east of the old Tawallah Homestead and consist of
fine-grained porphyritic acid to intermediate lavas and vesicular
basalt, with lenses of siltstone, shale, arkose, and sandstone. Quartz
gabbro is also present and may represent minor intrusions.

Tawallah Group,^This Group, of Lower Proterozoic age, is
mainly composed of sandstone, and contains subordinate volcanics,
siltstone, dolomite, dolomitic an ferruginous sandstone and siltstone,
and conglomerate. The dominant rock type is a white to pink medium-
grained quartz sandstone. Volcanic rocks occur in the Peters Creek
Volcanics, Settlement Creek Voicanics, and the Masterton Formation.
Apart from local lapflli tuff, the volcanics are intermediate to basic

-flaws; the most common rock type is an iron-rich vesicular trachyte
or basalt. ' Microgabbro has been found within the Masterton Formation,
but may be intrusive.

McArthur Group.^Within the Bauhinia Downs 1:250,000 map area,
the McArthur Group is conformable on the Tawallah Group. Rocks of this
group are dominantly carbonate-rich dolomites rather than limestones
and contain some sandstone, siltstone, shale, and chert. The only
volcanics occurring in this group are in the Barney Creek Member of the
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Amelia Dolomite; fine-grained acid tuffs occur in the footwall of the
H.Y.C. prospect. The McArthur Group is now classified as Middle
Proterozoic (Dunn, Roberts, & Plumb, pers. comm.).

The Upper Proterozoic Roper Group is unconformable
on the McArthur Groupe The dominant rock types are quartz sandstone,
siltstona, and shale, with subordinate ferruginous siltstone and sandstone,
feldspathic sandstone, fine to cobble conglomerate, and glauconitic sand-
stone° No volcanic rocks occur in this group.

Cambrian rocks.^The Bukalara Sandstone crops out in the east of
the survey area. This sandstone is commonly flat-lying and is characterised
by its slightly feldspathic nature, its long gently curving cross-bedding,
and its joint pattern.

Mesozoic sediments. These occur as cappings on older rocks. In
general, they comprise claystone and clayey sandstone overlying quartz
sandstone and occasional conglomerate.

.I,gne.2u5 intrusions. In addition to the basic intrusions associated
with the Scrutton Volcanics and possibly with the volcanics in the
Mastertan Sandstone, more acid intrusions not obviously associated with

• vli:oanism occur on the east side of the Tawallah Range and in the Emu
'FaUlt zone east of McArthur River Homestead. Both occurrences are close
to large faults and intrude the Tawallah Group. The intrusions appear
to be microsyenites and syenites, and form dykes up to 200 feet thick.

Structure

The Upper Proterozoic rocks are folded into a broad, central,
north-trending anticline with synclines to the east and west. The anticline
is faulted on the east by the Tawallah Fault and the eastern syncline is
bounded by the Emu Fault. East of the Emu Fault, the Upper Proterozoic
rocks are mostly covered by the Bukalara Sandstone, but they appear po be
folded, with very shallow dips, along north-west axes. Folding in the
main north-trending anticline and the eastern syncline has been much
affectedoby faulting.' Dips within the Upper Proterozoic rocks average
about 20 , but are steeper where affected by faulting; in places,
overturning occurs adjacent to major faults.

The Tawallah Fault has resulted in a movement in which the
east side has been downthrown. The magnitude of the throw is variable
but is at a maximum north-north-east of Leila First Crossing. During the
deposition of the McArthur Group this fault played a major role in
determining the distribution of the units of the group0 A reef dolomite
,(Top'Croseing Dolomite) was developed along the line of the fault,
.lagoonal Sediments were depOsited to the west of it, and fore-reef
sediments to the east. The fault appears to have had no effect on
sedimentation during deposition of the Roper Group, but movement may have
occurred in Cambrian times.

The Emu Fault has a varied character. In the north, the
faUlt is a single shear plane, but in the Coxco Valley, where movement is
greatest, there are at least three parallel fault-lines. Further south,
the fault bifurcates. Movement on the fault is east side down, although
nowhere is the displacement great. The apparent sense of movement on the
fault is not in agreement with sedimentary indications that the region
between the Tawallah and Emu Faults was a sinking trough, and it is
possible that initially the Emu Fault may have been west side down.

The majority of the other faults in the survey area trend
north-west to ncrth, some in the Tawallah Range having throws of more than
7000 feet. Faults with the largest throw commonly trend north. Faults
trending north-west usually have small movement and are particularly
common on the west limb of the central anticline, where they may be
complementary to the Tawallah Fault; this would suggest that there may
have been some lateral movement on the fault.
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'Economic Geology 

Lead, zinc, and copper mineralisation occurs mainly in the
McArthur River Homestead area. Most prospects are small, the only one of
economic importance being the H.Y.C.

Prospects may be divided into two groups: those in the
Coxco Valley and those in the Reward/H.Y.C. area. The Coxco Valley
prospects are Cooks, Cox, Turnbull, Squib, and Cooleys; all are close
to the Emu Fault zone and may be remobilised syngenetic deposits, e.g.
Cooks, which is at the junction of two faults. The second group occurs
in the Amelia Dolomite and includes the H.Y.C., Reward, W. Fold, Bald Hills,
Barneys, and Teena prospects. The H.Y.C., W. Fold, and Teena prospects
are stratigraphically controlled and lie in the Barney Creek Member of the
Amelia Dolomite. The Bald Hills and Barneys prospects are in underlying
formations.

The Barney Creek Member is composed of dolomitic ferruginous
shale, fine-grained tuff, dolomite breccia, and flaggy dolomite.
Mineralisation at H.Y.C. consists mainly of zinc, but includes subordinate
lead and Minor copper and silver. At depth it is in pyritic shale. The
Barney Creek Member appears to be restricted to the McArthur River Homestead
area, but the possibility cf similar horizons elsewhere within the Amelia
Dolomite cannot be ignored. The ore is considered to be syngenetic in
origin.

Copper, bornite, and chalcopyrite occur associated with
dolomite and chart in the Wollogorang Formation south-east of Tawallah
Homestead in the Tawallah Range. Malachite is present with barytes
filling cavities in the Leila Sandstone. Manganese occurs locally in
small amounts in the Stott Formation.

3, PREVIOUS GEOCHEMICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS

Geochemical investigations were first made in the McArthur
River area by Mount Isa Mines Ltd (Crabb, 1957), and, although the method.
successfully delineated areas of known outcropping mineralisation and
outlined some previously unknown mineralised areas, the strength of the
anomaly at the strongly mineralised. H.Y.C. prospect was surprisingly low
and no greater than that of anomalies from much weaker mineralisation
elsewhere.

As this geochemical work at the H.Y.C. prospect was
. inconclusive, an investigation was undertaken by the B.M.R. in 1961,

which involved improvements in the chemical and sampling techniques
(Pricker, 1962). Statistical analyses of data indicated potential ore
at the H.Y.C., Reward Crossing, and W. Fold West prospects, but
insufficient observations were made to give full weight to the results.

Further geonbemical work was carried out in the McArthur
River area during 1963 (Haldane, 1965).

Geophysical investigations have been confined mainly to
the area about the McArthur River Homestead. Methods used have included
electromagnetic, self-potential, gravity, and magnetic.

In 1958, a geophysical survey of the Reward lease was made
by the B.M.R. using magnetic, salf-potential, and electromagnetic methods
(Horvath, 1959). The electromagnetic method gave the only results of real
interest. Two fairly strong anomalies were detected and recommended for
tasting by drilling as they were considered likely to be associated with
mineralisation. A magnetically disturbed area measuring approximately
2000 feet by 600 feet was defined about the Reward shafts. The magnetic
anomalies have amplitudes frequently exceeding 200 gammas in this area,
but no importance was attached to their occurrence.

A reconnaissance gravity survey, which passed through the
Baulainia Downs 1:250,000 map area, was made by the B.M.R. in 1959 between



Normanton and Daly Waters (Neumann, 1964). Although data were sparse,
Bows:bier anomaly contours were produeed for a number of la250 9 000 map
areas, including Bal)binia Downs 9 to illustrate the major regional trends.
It was suggested that a granitic intrusion at depth may account for the
BouguerenoMa4 °lows  in the centre of this area.

During 1960 9 eleotromagnetic (Newton 9 1960) and gravity
(Seston 9 1960) surveys were made by the Carpentaria Exploration Company
Pty Ltd over the H.Y.C. prospect.

The electromagnetic survey defined two good conductors 9 which
were recomMended for test drilling. One of these conductors Was considered
to represent . the pYritic shales that are known from outcrop and drill hole
information. The source of the second conductor was unknown, but all the
available evidence indicated that it represented a second bed of pyritic
shale roughly parallel to the one located.

The gravity survey revealed minor gravity features that
were attributed to the known ore and to contrasts in the densities of
adjacent rocks 9 but did not provide conclusive evidence relating to the
full extent of the orebody.

The Carpentaria Exploration Company Pty Ltd made further
geophysical surveys in the Reward Crossing 9 W. Fold West 9 Figtree 9 Figtree
North; and H.Y.C/Barneys Creek areas during 1961 using electromagnetic,
self-potential 9 and magnetic methods to delineate shale boundaries or
trends '(Stubbs, 1961). Preliminary investigations with the electromagnetic
imethod ASARCO portable equipment was used) Were not successful because
the faults and fissuresthat were filled with the strongly mineralised

• !McArthur RiVer water proved to be better conductors than the pyritic shales.
- AlthoUgh-few'magnetic anomalies exceeded 30 gammas in amplitude, except

for those in'the'north-east part of the Reward Crossing area, the magnetic
teats were successful in establishing either the shale boundary or its
trend in each of the areas surveyed. In general, the self-potential survey
reaUlts confirmed the magnetic findings.

• Further electromagnetic surveys of three parts of the
McArthur - River area were made by AB Elektrisk Malmletning under contract
to the B.M.R. during 1963 (B.M.R., 1964). These surveys were designed to
locate'Strata that contained pyrite and sulphides of copper, zinc, and

• lead in some cases In' areas already surveyed by geochemical methods.
Owing to conducting solutions below the ground water level, many anomalies
were obtained. However, several anomalies from deeper seated conductors
indicated the existence of pyritic shales and recommendations were made

- for drilling.

A small collection of representative rocks of the McArthur
River area have been measured for magnetic susceptibility and density by
the B.M.R. The results are listed in Appendix B.

4 , INTERPRETATION OF MAGNETIC RESULTS

A contour map of the total magnetic intensity recorded by
the airborne magnetometer in the survey area is shown in Plate 3 and the
interpretation of this data is illustrated in Plates 3 and 4.

The magnetic contours indicate that the major magnetic
anomalies are produced by sources in a basement, between 6000 and apoo
feet deep, which :1.s probably of Lower Proterozoic or older age. It has
been assumed. in the calculations of the depth to magnetic basement that
the ancma,ly sources are vertioallyesided 9 magnetically homogeneous prisms
of considerable vertical extent. The depth estimates may be incorrect
if the geoicg-loal structure departs markedly from this idealised model.
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As a result of the consistent grouping of depth estimates 
in the range of 6000 t::> 8000 feetp ~.t is un.lj.kely that the topography .of 

I 'the magnetic basement could. make a major contribution to the regional 
magnetic a'U,omaly pattern~ the ma.gxJ.':1tio anomaUes are probably due to the 

, ocntrasts in the susoepti·bilj.t::..'i"Js of adjoin.ing prismso It is therefore 
I consid-ereo. justified. to sub~d.i~r.~d.e the su'7.."Vey area into seven zones 
(A to G) y eaoh zone representing 8, different susceptibility in the 

., ma.gnetiu basement. Su.sceptibi1:i.ty contrasts y relative to zone B, are 
listed in Table 1~ they were computed using the mean field values of 
each zone and a.ssuming that each zone has a uniform susceptibility and 
that zone B is 'not polarised by remanent magnetisation. 

It is not possi.ble b explain the regional magnetic 
ancItalies by the geology shown i.:::l. plar.L and sections in Plate 2 or by the 
S'!lo'3 IJsptibiLi ty data. l:.sted ~.::l Appendix B. The Emu Fault and the northern 
part of the Tawa].lah Fault axe, in general, seen to follow the major zonal 
boundGU":tes p which suggests ,a st:ruct1l.!:'al rela·tion. The southern part of 
the Tawa,11ah Fault ha.s no expression in this basement, but is, however, 
delineated by local magne~ic an~malies d~e to the younger volcanic rocks of 
the Tawallah Groupo 

Ta,b1.e 1 

Oomputad contrasts j.n int:=a..;basement susceptibilities 

.. , ......... :.: 
Zone' , Susceptibility relative tq 

z,)ne B iOGS x 10~31 

A 0.6 
B 0 0 0 
c 0.75 
D 1.0 
E 0.5 
F . 0·75 
G 1.0 

In genera.J. 9 it appears that the' survey area has a rather 
bas:'c'magne1'ic basement. ZI}!:.e D :!.8 <,of the greatest interest sinoe its 
suscepti·bL~.:i .. t.y con.trast coupled with :Lts m,9.gnetic anomaly form are 
intsrpreted. as evid.enc€: fo:(' the p:r.a~,en(';e of a basic or ultra-basic body 
w~Lthfn' 8000 'feet of ground level. The boundaries between zone D and 
zones A ann E olosely f-::<ilcw IDJ.l,jor faul ts 9 but the magnetio data cannot 
be ir..terpret;ed. to su.pport the g~ol~gical structure shown in section AB 
of Plate 2. 

The magneti'J cnntoU:rs i.n tha northern pa..'t't of the survey 
area. cannot be correla;ted wi til the' gel)logical stru.~ture shown in section HJK 
of Plate 2 although the bcur.,dg;r.ies between zones A and B andB' and C closely 
follow major fault.s. The ecn"t:r'13.8+iS in susceptibilities between zone :s and 
adjoining zones y and the form 0f tho!.'! regional m.agnetic fielo' 9 are interpreted 
as eyider.;.:'Je for an aoidio ba.::'.em"'::n:t; (;I,t a. depth of from 6000 to 8000 feet below 
groun.d. L9yel. The basemen:r. .appar,"mt::..y becomes more basic in the area south
ea.st cf the Tawa.llah Group out'~:r:·:'p~' and a prcba.bl~ se~onda.ry boundary wi thin 
zone B is s~:-:.cwn in Plat.a 3. 

The !II.agnetj,,~ g:t:'ad:::l7-n t n0rth of the boundary between zones B 
and D is ind:' .. ~;·~·!;:,'Te of I?i -;her a r~o:.d;b.-dj.pping basement interface (this gains 
Sllppo:r-t f!:'<:m the basement d.~pth estimate of 129500 feet) or a deorease north
wards ·:.f the SUE(~<,;p~!Ji.bil:!.ty of 7.'o .. ~.ks in the magne.tic basement. The 
SUENeptibili ty cie.(;=~ea,Sle B1lgge:'3ts !ii. d:iffa:centiated igneoulil basement9 from ul tra
baEd I.; (,~ ba.8::'~ :!.n the south t1.l a,oi~ in the north. 

L00al m§gn~~;:?:.c~ .9.I').cma.l:~es 

T'b.~ m~.g:r.I.'3t~.n :~n!l.+'ou.r;;i reveal t.he p:r:ef'lence of several shallow 
~;':-:I':);':·."',:d e'r)':l.":'·~~S of ma.gn'7)t:l.::.:: d.:ist.u:~·ban.ce9 the ar.eal extents of which are 
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diagramatieally shown in Plate 3. The geological significance of each of
these anomalies is given below and is based on the assumption that the
anomaly results from normal polarisatien,

SI^Disturbance nroinced by Scrutton Volcanics. The magnetic
anomaly is interpreted as being oaueed by an easterly dipping formation.

$2^Disturbance produoed by Scrutton Volcanios. The magnetic
anomaly form again indicates an easterly dip.

TI^The magnetic anomaly is produced by Peters Creek Volcanics
of the Tawallah Group and indicates an easterly dip of the Volcanics.

T2^Magnetic anomaly located at eastern boundary of Tawallah
Group outcrop. It is interpreted as caused by an outcropping souroe with
a northerly elengation and a.dtp cf approximately 55°E.

T3^Magnetic anomaly occurring in an area of %wallah Group
outorep,

11_18_20T Magnetic anomalies associated with rocks of the Tawallah
Group. Anomaly forms indicate east-dipping strata.

T6 &TI These magnetic anomalies occur in an area of Tawallah Group
outcrop and are probably due to the Peters Creek Voicanics, Anomaly T6
has been interpreted as caused by a northerly elongated body located 500
feet below ground level with a width of 1500 feet and a dip of 40°W.

T8^Magnetic anomaly occurring over an outcrop of Amelia
Dolomite. It is interpreted as caused by a source situated 3000 feet
below ground level. The source is considered to be Peters Creek Volcanics.

22.^Magnetic anomaly coincident with an exposure of the Tawallah
Group and microsyenite along the Emu Fault zone.

Several other magnetic anomalies, characterised by low
amplitude, shallow depth, and considerable elongation, are apparent in the
magnetic contours (Plate 3). These features are commonly recognised by
the lineation of small high or low closures or flexures within the contour
pattern,

Ll & L2 These are lineatians of small anomalies, and are coincident
with exposed geological faults. They may, therefore, result from
mineralisation along these fault planes.

L3 & L4 Very pronounoed lineations of magnetic: 'lows' arising from
sources that have been interpreted as being within 1500 feet of ground
level, These anomalies cermet be correlated with any exposed geology.

12^This lineation crosses the regional magnetic 'high' of
zone D and is eoinoident with the Bald Hills Fault,

L6^A lineation of magnetic 'lows', parallel to L3 and L4.
It cannot be correlated with any known geological feature.

This magnetic feature delineates the trend of the maximum
gradients of the magnetic anomalies T6 9 T7, and T8 9 which have been
interpreted as evidence for the west-elipping Peters Creek Volcanics
of the Tawallah Group,

The relation of L7 to the. TaNallah Fault is interesting.
From T6 to T7 9 L7 is close to the Tawallah Fault, but at T8 it is offset
to the west of the fau3.t. This suggests a second fault which is down
thrown east of Leila First Crossing and which truncates the Peters Creek
Volcanics 3000 feet below ground. level. Alternatively, the west-dipping
Peter Creek Volcanios may abnt the Tawallah Fault at depth below anomaly
T8, but this would require the Tawallah Fault to be a reversed fault.

L8^This is the trend. of the maximum gradient on the western
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flank of the magnetic anomaly in the Coxco Valley areao The trend is 
nearly coincident with the western fault of the Emu Fault zone. The 
form of the magnetic anomaly indicates that the depth to its source 
increases southwards. At the northern end of L8 the magnetic anomaly 
T9 has been correlated with the outcrops of rocks of the Tawallah Group 
and miorosyeni teo It is probable that the magnetic anomaly in the Coxco 
Valley is produced by these rocks included in a south-dipping structure 
contained between the east and west faults of the Emu Fault zone. 

McArthur River Homestead area 

The magnetic contours shown in Plate 3 do not indicate that 
ary detailed structural information associated with the lead-zinc 
miners,lisation can be obtained. frcm the magnetic data in this area. 
Inspection of the original survey records, however, revealed the presence 
of minor flexures in the magnetic profiles. An initial stu~ of these 
flexures, which have amplitudes of between 1 and 4 g2l!lIllaS, and are there
fore little removed. from magnetometer noise, resulted in the discover,y 

, of three magnetic 'lows' 0 

Further aeromagnetic surveying was carried out at a lower 
altitude b,y the B.M.Ro during September 1964 in the vicinit,r of the 
McArthilrRiver Homesteado "Greater resolution of the magnetic 'lows' was 
obtained and their presence was unquestionably confirmed. These magnetic 
'lows', together with geological information, are shown in Plate 4. An 
extension of this interpretation to include the magnetic data obtained 
from the entire area of Amelia Dolomd.te outcrop in the McArthur River 
Homestead area is also show.q in Plate 4. 

The closed magnetic 'lows' are interpreted as being due to 
small basins of Barney Creek Member contained within the magnetically more 
susceptible Amelia Dolomite (see Appendix B). A minor magnetic feature 
also appears to be coincident with the contact between the outcrops of the 
Amelia. Dolomite and the Lynott Formation and is interpreted as a contrast 
in magnetic susceptibility between these rocks. The resolution of this 
fea,ture decrea.ses to the south. 

A more pronounced magnetic 'high' is evident in the east 
of the area and is interpreted as being caused by near-surfa.ce sources 
associated with the Emu Fault. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Tbe regional magnetic anomalies are probably due, not so 
much to topographical features ,in the basement, as to intrabasement zones 
of co:ntrasting susceptibilities. The two zonal b01.mdaries that trend 
approximately N200W are the outstanding features' of the regional magnetic 
field and'indicate a structural relation between the magnetic basement 
and -the 'Emu FaUlt and the noz'thern part of the Tawa1lah Fault. However, 
thege~logical structures i~d!cated in the seotions of the Bauhinia Downs 
19250,O(X} map area.' (Plate 2) oannot be supported by the magnetio data. 
The magnetic basement in the area between the Taws,11ab and Emu Faults IDB3' 
have a basic or u1 tra-basj.c chara,cter in the south and an acidic character 
in the north or it may dip to the northo 

Magnetic anomalies a.esociated with either the Scrutton 
Volcanics or rocks of the Tawalla.h Group have distinctive forms, which 
mostly indicate dipping structures. In genera19 no further investigation 
of these anomalies is considered wa.:r.ranted owing to the volcanic environment 
of the sources. A possible ex~eption to this is anomaly T2, which is located 
to the east of an o~tcrop of the. Wollogorang Formation. In the Tawa11ah 
Homestead. locality copper min.eralisation has been found to be associated 
wi th these rocks (Snd.th, 1962) 0 

The mag.n.etic lineations L19 L2, L3, L4, and L6 are probably 
produced by IDineralisation along fault planes. Further geophysical 
investigation.s of L19 L3 9 149 and. L6 md.ght be worthwhile as these anoma.lies 
lie almost parallel to the direction of the flight lines and cannot be fully 

II 
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resolved.

VIR delineation cf tlle small magnetic tlows in the McArthur
River Homestead area is the most important result obtained from the survey
data. Thera is a distinct possibility that these 'lows' represent small
basins c'/Ataining the Barmy C:?eek Member of the Amelia Dolomite, which
is known t7) be associated^lead-zinc mineralisation. These magnetic
llows' out'.ime the areas wha2e fz/rther geophysical work might most
advantageously be done.
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APPENDIX A

Operat!ial details

r7-

Contrac4. survey 

Contractor

Aircraft

Magnetometer

Camera

Radio-altimeter

Storm warning

magnetometer

Altitude

Line spacing

Line orientation

Tie system

Navigation control

Sensitivity

Asstra Hunting Geophysics Pty Ltd

Aazo Commander VH-AGA

Gulf Mk.3 saturable core fluxgate;

tail boom installation

De Hav-illand single-frame 35-mm

AN/APN-1

Gulf saturable core fluxgate

500 feet above ground level

mile

East

Single lines spaced 15 miles apart

Aerial photographs

60 gammas per inch

c.

B.M.R.  sur7ev

Aircraft

Magnetometer

Camera

Storm warning

magnetometer

Altitude

Line spacing

Line orientation

Navigation control

Sensitivity

Dp3 VH-MIN

MFS-5 saturable core fluxgate; tail boom

installation

'Aropatht 35-mm strip

MFD-3 saturable core fluxgate

300 feet above ground level

(1)^mile; (2) 1 mile

(1) East ; (2) North

Aeriaa photographs

25 gammas per inch.
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